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1. Avoid Initiating Texts All The Time 

He knows that you will initiate most if not all the texts. This makes him lazy. As a result, he just lets you 

do most of the texting while he sends you responses. You need to cut back on the number of texts you 

initiate. This will make him begin to wonder about why you haven't texted him and he will start to get 

worried and even miss you. This is when he will most likely start texting you more by initiating texts. 

 

2. Text Him Less In General 

Try not to fill his phone with texts on the hour, every hour. This makes him feel like he is completely 

locked into your life and thereby there is really nothing left to be surprised about. Once you are able to 

avoid sending so many daily texts throughout the day, he will realize that you also have things going on 

in your life. As long as you keep yourself busy during this time, he will be curious to know what you have 

been up to and would most likely start texting you more. 

 

3. Have A Busy Lifestyle 

When you aren't texting him as much daily because you are really involved in your daily activities, you 

make yourself a lot more interesting to him. He suddenly becomes excited and curious about what you 

have been doing all day. Perhaps you spent the day with friends or you were working on a personal 

project or just involved in a hobby. You would give him reason to want to text you because he would 

want to get the details about what you have been doing all day. 

 

4. Leave Some Questions Unanswered 

He may have sent you several questions in his last text to you. Answer some of them but also leave a 

few unanswered. This is how you get him to start wondering whether you saw the other questions. Also, 

it allows him to really focus on the answers you did send him so that he gets the full gist of what you are 

saying instead of skimming through them because he wants to get to read all the answers quickly. This 

makes him curious about how you would answer the others and forces him to text you. 

 

5. Ask Open-Ended Questions  

You should try to avoid just sending very one-note texts that don't really lead anywhere as far as 

creating a discussion. If you just send texts like "hi" or "what's up," you aren't going to give him much 

motivation to respond. Ensure that you make it a habit to ask him open-ended questions in a number of 

your texts. It could be a question about a hobby of his and trying to find out how he got into it in the 

first place. As long as it is open-ended, it gives him a reason to write back and thereby text you more. 
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6. Witty Texts 

Your texts will go a lot further in getting him to text you more when you are witty. When you find ways 

to entertain him, you are really appealing to him mentally. He would want to get more of it because he 

would want to keep feeling this good. He knows that your texts do this for him and thereby he finds 

himself texting you more. 

 

7. Controversial Texts 

Avoid always keeping your texts so proper and politically correct. When you send him texts that are 

somewhat controversial in nature on a regular basis, you really get his attention. He realizes that you are 

not afraid to send him texts that aren't always so rosy and clean. It may be a text about a controversial 

topic in society or about something that you have done in the past that wasn't so great. These kind of 

texts have him wanting more from you. This is how he starts texting you even more. 

 

8. Fun Stories 

If you are sending texts to him about your life and things that are going on in them, make your stories 

fun. If he keeps receiving texts about how you went to the mall or you talked to your best friend about a 

TV show or you got your nails done, he is going to get bored very quickly and will avoid texting you as 

much as he can. When you have fun stories to tell him when you text him, he will be a lot more excited 

about your life and wanting to know more about it. This makes him want to text you more. 

 

9. Change Topics 

Even if you feel that you have found a topic that really keeps him interested during your texts, you 

shouldn't stay with it for too long. You need to change the topics of your texts as often as possible. This 

is what keeps him from getting bored with your texts. It makes him curious about what new topic you 

are going to be talking about tomorrow and the day after that. This is what encourages him to send you 

more texts. 

 

10. Learn More About Him 

Keep your texts from being all about you most of the time. He is going to begin to feel as though he is 

dealing with a self-centered person. It makes him less willing to initiate texts because he knows that all 

you will wind up doing is start going on and on about yourself. You should ensure that you ask him 

questions about himself in general. People naturally like talking about themselves. By doing this on a 

regular basis, you give him a reason to want to text you more because he wants you to learn more. 
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11. Avoid Unnecessary Overly Long Texts  

You may send texts to him that are normally relatively long at some point during the day. You may be 

ranting about something or you may just want to give him details about an event that occurred. You 

should avoid sending these kind of texts just for the sake of it. Whenever he sees this, he may get turned 

off because you do it too much. Your long texts should be reserved for something that really makes your 

conversation interesting as opposed to just ranting. 

 

12. Talk About His Interests 

You should pay attention to what he tells you about his interests. These are clues that he is giving you 

about himself. This is when you want to make a mental note so that you can bring up his interests in 

later texts that you send him. It could be his interest in art, sports, etc. You can then bring these up as a 

topic of discussion later on. Since he is already interested in these, he will feel a lot more inclined to 

want to text you because he would want to talk about an interest that he loves with you. 

 

13. Send Texts At The Right Hours 

You may have a decent idea of what his schedule is like. You should use this to your advantage. Instead 

of sending him texts at all hours of the day, you should send most of your texts around the times you 

know he would be available. Perhaps you choose his lunch time to send a text or his time before he 

heads out to work, etc. By sending your texts at the times when he would most likely be able to give you 

a faster response, he feels that you are considerate and may be encouraged to text you more. 

 

14. Flirt 

You should use flirting as a tactic because it tends to have a very profound effect. If you send him more 

texts where you are flirting with him, you get him excited about you. Even if the texting is interrupted 

for some reason, perhaps he had to go somewhere, he would be very enthused to continue the flirting 

when he is done. Knowing that he gets to flirt with you through texting also encourages him to text you 

more because he wants to banter with you and have fun. 

 

15. Be Silly 

It's alright to be silly in your texts from time to time. You can write about something seriously silly that 

you may be doing at the moment or something silly that you have done in the past. It lets him know that 

you aren't always so serious about everything. It also gives him the go ahead to be silly as well. If he 

feels that he can start being silly with you as well, he may be encouraged to text you more. 
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16. Send Him Information About His Interest 

Keep a look out for information about something that you know he is interested in. Perhaps he loves a 

particular kind of music and you found out that his favorite band is coming to town in a week. This is the 

kind of message that you can send that will get him excited. It motivates him to want to text you more 

because he realizes that you are looking out for him too and you care about what he cares about. 

 

17. Remember What He Tells You 

You really need to pay attention to what he tells you. It can be easy to get so caught up in your world of 

sending meaningless texts that you don't pay attention to his responses or to his texts in general. When 

you remember what he tells you, you are able to bring them up in future conversations. When he 

notices this, he will be impressed with the fact that you remembered and this would motivate him to 

want to text you more and open himself up to you. 

 

18. Become Friendly With His Friends 

By making it a point to become friendly with his friends, you are getting them to know you better and 

better. This allows them to talk to him about you a lot more than the norm. When they do this, they are 

bringing thoughts of you into his mind. He is now thinking about you. This may prompt him to pick up his 

phone and want to text you. He may inquire about a story his friend just told him about something you 

said or he may just want to let you know how much his friends like you.  

 

19. Become Friendly With His Family 

Making a real effort to know and become friendly with his family can have a profound effect. The more 

they get to know you, the more they talk about you to him. If you are leaving them with a really good 

impression about you, he will be proud and will feel the need to text more because he knows that you 

have his family's approval. 

 

20. Go Away 

Make it a point to go away for a short time on a trip. You could go camping for a few days with friends or 

you could go on a retreat somewhere over the weekend, etc. The more you have these kind of 

excursions, the more excited you get him about wanting to know how it went. He may even begin to 

envision what it would have been like to go on it with you. This is what gets him really excited about 

texting you. 
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21. Talk About Your Guy Friends 

Your texts should show just how eclectic your circle of friends are. If you have a lot of guy friends or 

even a few of them, you shouldn't be shy about talking about them and what you were up to with them 

on a particular day. They are just your friends but they are still guys. This is how he gets to hear their 

names and naturally becomes more curious about them. From here, he may begin to initiate more texts 

and perhaps want to learn more about them to ensure that his position with you isn't at risk. 

 

22. Send Photos With Your Texts 

Try to make your texts as dynamic as possible. Get in the habit of sending photos with your texts. The 

photos can be used to elaborate on a story that you are telling him or to just draw his attention to a 

particular topic. Guys are very visual and tend to react to photos in a profound way. Knowing that you 

tend to send photos to him to go with your texts keeps him excited about your texts. It also motivates 

him to send you even more texts. 

 

23. Send Photos Of Both You And Him 

It's always a good thing to send him photos that show both you and him in them because they remind 

him of how good you both look together. You don't have to do this all the time but doing it from time to 

time can have a solid effect in how he thinks about you. He may really start getting a sense of how good 

you are for him and may feel motivated to text you more. 

 

24. Leave Insightful Comments On His Social Media 

Show a keen interest in his posts on social media. Don't just like the posts. Actually leave truly insightful 

comments on them. This is how he gets to know that you are really insightful and truly like what he 

does. He starts feeling a stronger sense of unity with you. He may even feel encouraged to send you a 

text about an insightful comment that you left and whether you could further elaborate on it. 

 

25. Become Friendly With His Girl Friends 

Some girls look at other girls as a sign of competition when it comes to her guy. However, you shouldn't 

look at the girls that he calls friends as such. Instead, by being accepting of them and even becoming 

friendly with them, you are showing him that you aren't the jealous type. This really gives him the 

motivation to text you more because he knows that you are not the kind that will instantly judge him 

based on the number of girls in his life that are his friends. 
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26. Engage In New Activities With Him 

Avoid sticking with the same old mundane activities for fun when you interact with him. If there is an 

activity that both of you have never done, this is your opportunity to do it. Make this a constant habit in 

your relationship with him. The more that you do this, the more he will want to text you so as to talk 

about that new activity you both just did over the weekend. If you were always doing the same activities 

when you are together, there would be no excitement and less reason for him to text you about them. 

 

27. Be Confident 

Many guys are incredibly attracted to confident girls. When you show him that you are truly confident in 

yourself and you believe in who you are, you are making him feel like you are so apart from the rest. You 

become an incredible beacon that he cannot help but be drawn to. Just thinking about your aura of 

confidence alone can get him to text you more because he wants to experience it over and over. 

 

28. Be Happy 

Your texts are going to get very old very quickly if you keep coming off as an unhappy person. You may 

not even be aware of the fact that almost every time you send him a text, you are complaining about 

something. This can really wear him down over time and he is not going to want to engage in text 

conversations with you as much as before. If you keep an air of happiness about you when you text him, 

you encourage him to text you more because he won't feel like you will be depress him when he does. 

 

29. Give Him Space When He Is Busy 

There are moments where you know that he is going to be involved in something. He may be heavily 

involved on a project or working on something with friends. Give him these moments without texting 

him. This shows him that you are really respectful of his time and you aren't trying to laden him with 

more responsibilities by having to get back with you in the mist of all of this. This gives him more 

motivation to text you more in the future. 

 

30. Remember His Important Anniversaries 

He may have certain dates of the year that mean a lot to him. They may not be the normal holidays that 

are recognized by the public. However, these days do mean something to him. Remember them and 

send him a text in kind. He will appreciate you for it and will realize that you are incredibly thoughtful. 

This motivates him to want to text you more because he realizes that you are care about what matters 

to him. 
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31. Be Accommodating 

If he was unable to respond to your last text promptly but does so perhaps a few hours later or a day 

later, avoid judging him. When you are able to just take it in stride and give him the benefit of the doubt, 

you let him know that you are accommodating. As long as he doesn't make a habit of this, you should be 

able to handle this sufficiently. Once he recognizes that you are this type of girl, he feels that much more 

encouraged to text you because he knows that you aren't the overbearing type. 

 

32. Be Nonjudgmental 

It can get easy to draw a conclusion about a guy based on how quickly he responds to your texts or how 

often he texts you. Try avoiding coming to conclusions as to why he didn't respond to your texts 

promptly. You may insinuate to him that perhaps he was on another date or that he doesn't take you 

seriously. When you cast judgment like this on him that may truly be unwarranted, you make him 

uneasy. This forces him to hesitate even more about texting you because he doesn't like the judgment.  

 

33. Avoid Responding To All His Texts Instantly 

You need to show him that you aren't always available right there and then to instantly respond to his 

text. When you take some time to respond to his texts, he knows that you are engaged in something 

else. This is how he starts feeling like you are indeed someone with a life. This causes a sense of 

competition in him where he now feels like he has to work to keep your attention. Thereby, he starts 

sending you more texts. 

 

34. Avoid Always Being Available To Hang Out 

He may send you a text asking you if you would like to hang out to do something and you let him know 

that unfortunately you had prior plans and can't make it. This is how you make him want you even 

more. He starts feeling that need to win you over because he truly believes that he would be the best 

company for you. As a result, he starts texting you more in order to stay on your radar and ensure that 

you make time for him. 

 

35. Look Your Best 

Ensure that when you do see him that you look your best. You should never get complacent because 

you are now so much more comfortable with him. He is still a visual creature and wants to see you 

looking good. When you ensure that you look your best when you are around him or with him, you 
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make him that much prouder to be with you. This is how he is that more inclined to want to text you 

because he keeps envisioning how good you looked the last time he saw you and can't help but text you. 

 

36. Tease Him 

You should develop a habit of teasing him. You could tease him in a way that makes him want to know 

more about something that you said or just have him be curious as to why you said it. It may even be 

something that has to do with a facet of his character. The goal is to make him curious. When you are 

able to tease him on a constant basis, you make him wonder about what you meant. This makes him 

even more intent on texting you again because he just wants to find out so badly. 

 

37. Motivate Him 

Being a motivator can go a long way in getting him to text you more. He may have told you about a 

certain goal he has or an accomplishment he would like to attain. When you put it upon yourself to 

motivate him on a regular basis, he feels like you are really invested in his success. Whenever he is 

having moments of doubt, you are the first person he thinks about. He knows that you will give him the 

words he needs to keep going and as a result he is even more motivated to text you. 

 

38. Entice Him 

There may be something that you have told him about in the past. You may have told him about how 

much he would enjoy that experience. This is how you entice him. From time to time, you can drop hints 

in your texts about your plan to have that particular experience soon. Since he has been interested in it 

from the get go, you are now enticing him to want to have that experience soon and with you. He starts 

texting you more because he just can't wait until you make it happen. 

 

39. Remind Him 

There are some things that he may have said he would do in past text conversations that he seemed to 

have forgotten about in future text conversations. By reminding him about them from time to time, you 

make them fresh in his memory. He may get to the point where you have reminded him so many times 

that he realizes that he really needs to follow through with what he said. He starts texting you more in 

order to talk more about it and even begin the process of arranging it. 
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40. Make Fun Of Him 

You want him to always feel like you are someone who doesn't take him too seriously with everything in 

life. When you are able to make fun of him in a lighthearted way, you are letting him know that you 

understand that he isn't perfect and that you are totally accepting of that. This really relieves him from 

the pressure of feeling like he has to be perfect with everything that he does and shares with you. This 

can easily make him feel more comfortable with you and give him a reason to text you more.  

 

41. Make Fun Of Yourself 

Just as much as you know that he isn't perfect, you should also be willing to show that in yourself. When 

you make fun of yourself, you are also showing him that it is okay for him to crack jokes at your expense 

because you understand that you aren't perfect either. This creates a much freer environment between 

you whereby you can both feel a sense of levity when it comes to your relationship. This enables him to 

text you more because he knows that you are both on the same wavelength. 

 

42. Use Rare Emojis 

Try to find the rarest of emojis to use in your texts to him. Once he notices that he has never seen that 

emoji before, he may be curious enough to send you a text asking you about where you got it or what it 

means. This has now created a whole other discussion. Doing this sort of thing sets you apart from the 

other people that he gets text messages from on a regular basis. This would motivate him to send you 

more texts because he is also curious about what emoji you will send next. 

 

43. Laugh 

Try laughing as much as you can in your texts. However, don't overdo it, otherwise it will seem fake. Just 

try to show that you are a laugher. When you send texts that show you laughing, you are keeping your 

text conversations with him light. This enables him to feel less pressure to keep saying the right things or 

to keep the conversation monotonous. When he senses this side of your character, he is motivated to 

text you more because he knows that he can make a mistake and you will be fine with it. 

 

44. Laugh At His Jokes 

Even if you may not always find them funny, do laugh at the jokes he makes in his texts. He is trying to 

keep you entertained. This is a strong sign that he wants to make you feel good and even impress you. If 

you laugh at his jokes in your texts back to him, he feels encouraged to continue texting because he 

feels like he is getting through to you. 
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45. Send Riddles 

Challenging him to solve a riddle in a text can be a strong way to get him interested and engaged. Guys 

have egos and typically love a challenge. He will be drawn to the riddles you send him and trying to solve 

them because he would want to prove that he can do it. After all, he is a guy. This gets him really 

engaged in your texts and motivates him to want to text you more because he knows that he wants to 

impress you and even himself by solving any riddle you send his way. 

 

46. Send Puzzles 

Puzzles can be just as effective as riddles. You could let him know that you already solved the puzzle 

yourself and wanted to give him a crack at it. Being a guy who is most likely competitive, he is going to 

want to show you that he can solve the puzzle as well. With each puzzle he solves, he becomes that 

much more willing to get another. You may even notice that he sends you a text asking you why you 

haven't sent him any puzzles recently. He gets hooked on the challenge and proving himself. 

 

47. Text His Friends Regularly 

Being that you have become friendly with his friends, you should also be texting them. Keep your text 

conversations with them light and fun. The more you do this, the more his friends feel inclined to show 

him a funny text that he or she received from you. When he realizes how well you text and 

communicate with his friends, he may start feeling a little bit left out and want more from you. All of a 

sudden, he is texting you and trying to get your attention. 

 

48. Use Photos That Mean A Lot To Him 

You may know that he really loves hiking as a hobby and decide to start texting him photos of hiking 

trails that you recently found. He may enjoy surfing and you start texting him more photos of the best 

beaches that would be great for surfing. This is how you get him so excited about your texts because you 

are using images that matter to him. He may start initiating texts asking you where you found those 

photos or to send him more or where those locations are, etc. He is more excited about texting you.  

 

49. Ask Him To Update You On His Interests 

He may really love doing a particular hobby and you ask him to keep you updated on when he does it 

and how it went. If he loves surfing, he may send you a text letting you know that he is going surfing 

over the weekend. You may text him back excited and simply ask that he keeps you updated on how it 
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went. He realizes that you really care about what he loves doing and now starts giving you a play by play 

of his day surfing. This is how you have gotten him connected to you in a way that makes him feel good. 

50. Use Unique Words

Your texts should have unique words in them that most people don't use. It could be an expression that 

you tend to use or a word you use to describe something amazing. The more unique your words are, the 

more he associates them with you and the more he also becomes curious about them. He may send you 

a text asking you what a particular unique word that you used in a previous text to him meant. This is 

how you get him engaged in your texts and wanting to text you more. He just loves your uniqueness.
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